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ABSTRACT: Historians have used materialist and idealist

arguments to attempt to explain the nature ofantisemitism in Imperial

Germany. An analysis of parliamentary debates from 1887 to 1898

shows antisemitic politicians' concerns reflected those of agrarian

populists in other countries, such as the United States. This argues

against German particularism as an explanation for Imperial

antisemitism, and further suggests that the politicians' specifically

anti-Jewish aims were secondary to their Mittelstand economic

interests.

In the late-1880s, a small group ofmen entered the German

parliament as representatives of a relatively short-lived

reform movement. These politicians described their

movement as antisemitic and it was indeed the most

significant effort to bring anti-Jewish sentiments in to the

parliamentary politics ofImperial Germany. Historians have

given considerable attention to Imperial antisemitism

because ofits closeness in chronological terms to Nazism

and its crimes. Historical monographs have often portrayed

Imperial antisemitism (political, social and literary) as the

product ofdeep, determinative, peculiarly German forces,

which emerged along with industrialization in the Imperial

era and came to full fruition with the rise ofthe Nazi party.

Paul Massing named his monograph on Imperial

antisemitism (the first serious scholarship on the topic in

English) RehearsalforDestruction* a title which indicates

the confidence he had in an important link between late

nineteenth century German antisemitism and the Nazis.

More recent literature has, however, scrutinized, revised
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and partially abandoned the notion that political

antisemitism was so profoundly rooted in the nature of

modern Germany. A study of the Imperial antisemites'

speeches in parliament from 1887 to 1898 can further this

process ofrevision.

Anti-Jewish attitudes were present in many spheres of

nineteenth-century German society. We can find

antisemitism in works ofliterature and in social and political

polemics, by authors such as Paul de Lagarde and Heinrich

von Treitschke. Although the national constitution of 1871

emancipated German Jewry, discriminatory policies

persisted. The German Army was, for instance, reluctant

to admit Jews into its officer corps. But the most visible

forms of antisemitism were political. A Jew-baiting

electoral movement, centred in Berlin around the figure

ofAdolfStocker, flourished briefly in the late 1870s. More

substantial was an antisemitic campaign that emerged in

the late 1880s from Hesse-Kassel, a mostly rural region.

It spread to urbanized Saxony and enjoyed some real

success in the elections of 1893. The antisemites collared

just over three per cent ofthe popular vote and 16 seats in

the Reichstag. The two main anti-Jewish organizations

united under a single banner as the German Social Reform

Party. Until the turn ofthe century, the party maintained a

semblance of unity and purposefulness. Its electoral

support waned steadily, however, and well before 1914 it

had become clear that the force ofpolitical antisemitism

was spent. The party broke into several splinters, which

declined individually, their parliamentary records ungraced

by legislative accomplishment.2

What was the nature of this political antisemitism and

how can we explain its existence? What does it tell us

about German society between 1871 and 1914, and what

was its relation to German history after the Great War,

particularly the Nazi Party? Historians have traditionally

replied in two ways, each argument corresponding to a
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stream of thought in German historiography, and each

emphasizing either spiritual or material forces. The first

interpretation can be described as "idealist." Historians

such as George Mosse and Fritz Stern believed that ideas

or climates of opinion determined political behaviour.3

According to the idealist explanation of German

antisemilism,fin-de-siecle Germans retained a distinctly

romantic worldview while other parts ofEurope stressed

rationalism. German culture rejected classical models of

reason and order; hence, Germans, preferring the sublime,

organic and vital, greeted post-1871 economic and social

modernization with hostility. "Antimodernist" intellectuals

disliked the new mechanical, bureaucratic order, with its

swelling cities and material fixations. Dissatisfaction with

Imperial Germany led to the creation of a backward-

looking ideology, which blended hierarchic and

authoritarian corporatism, irrationalist philosophical

idealism, and racial nationalism. The antimodernists found

foils in the German Jews. Considered urban, satisfied and

unheroic, Jews were a convenient whipping boy, sparing

Germans from the lash ofnational self-criticism. After the

Great War, romantic antisemitism became a popular

doctrine and triumphed in the form ofNazism. Thus idealist

historians perceive antisemitism and the Holocaust as the

products ofan idiosyncratic cultural tradition distilled into

an antimodern ideology.

The materialist theory of German history argues that

class awareness determines the spread of ideas and,

ultimately, political conduct. The materialists believe that

historiographical focus on the vague causal agent of

"ideals" is misplaced. Instead, concrete social forces, such

as class interests and relationships, should be recognized

as central to our understanding ofthe past. Richard Evans

speaks for many social historians when he dismisses works

such as Mosse's as an example ofthe "arbitrary methods

ofintellectual history."4 According to Hans-Ulrich Wehler,
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who summarized the materialists' view ofmodem German

history in The German Empire* Germany was particular

not so much for an anachronistic worldview, but because

the preindustrial classes were stronger than in France and

England, where the middle-classes had acquired dominion.

In order to maintain its position in Germany, the land

owning aristocracy distracted the attention of the public

away from real issues and toward popular causes that did

not threaten established policies and which even

conservatives could champion. Antisemitism was one such

expedient. It was particularly useful among the other

preindustrial groups, such as the artisans and small farmers,

who often blamed their economic problems on Jewish

finance.6 Antisemitism was the socialism of the lower-

middle class, their response to the "concentration of

property."

According to Massing, an alliance was struck during

the Imperial period between an aristocracy in need of

political support and a leaderless and insecure lower-middle

class. Antisemitism was a foundation ofconsensus for this

class compact, which, Massing implies, grew into a mass

movement of the political right as industrialization

continued to push the lower-middle class towards despair

and antisemitism. Thus in the Imperial period it is possible

to see the origins of the class dynamics that would

eventually form the social basis of the Nazi state. Works

on the agrarian movement and the Mittelstand (urban

lower-middle class) make similar points.7

A more discerning materialist explanation for

antisemitism has recently emerged. Historians David

Blackboum and GeoffEley have argued that it was populist

politicians, not conservative aristocrats, who created

antisemitic politics, and that the established right adopted

antisemitism as an opportunistic response to lower-class

political "mobilization."8 They have also studied the

material basis ofthe Mittelstand and shown that the class
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was very diverse in terms of interest, status and outlook,

that its economic challenges were more specific, and its

reactions more complex and generally more successful than

earlier historians had thought. The speeches of the

antisemites confirm both the notion of"self-mobilization"

and the discovery that there were conflicting interests

within the Mittelstand. With their subtler handling ofthe

Mittelstand, the two historians are able to explain facts as

the ebb and flow ofantisemitism's political fortunes or the

apparent mutability of the Mittelstand's electoral

allegiances. Neither of these details fit easily into the

arguments ofMassing (or Peter Pulzer, who utilized both

the idealist and materialist interpretations in his

monograph)9 that antisemitism was driven to victory by

the very matrix ofmodernization.

How completely Eley and Blackbourn have rejected

earlier class-oriented interpretations is perhaps ambigu

ous. For instance, Eley has praised Massing's work be

cause it championed the viewpoint ofsocial history.10 As

well, both Eley and Blackbourn have continued to focus

their attention on the nature ofthe lower-middle class and

its relationship with various elites. It may be time, there

fore, to look more closely at the antisemitic movement

itself." The antisemites' oratory allows us to see what

this antisemitic mobilization was like. In their speeches,

the antisemites showed themselves to be protest politi

cians, men most concerned to bring to the national com

munity the sense of grievance and estrangement felt by a

sub-community, the Mittelstand ofthe urban lower-mid

dle class and small farmers.

As we will see, this description of antisemitism as a

"middling" protest party helps explain the instability of

antisemitic politics and leads to some modifications ofthe

traditional arguments, especially the notion that

antisemitism had a particularly deep or solid underpinning

in Germany. German political antisemitism was not somuch
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a uniquely German ideology, nor the inevitable "projection"

of a class interest caught in a specifically German class

crisis. Rather, anti-Jewish sentiments formed part ofa wider

set of social concerns upon which the antisemites spoke.

Antisemitism itself was one ingredient (by no means a

necessary ingredient) of a certain political mixture that

was not fixed to a rigid ideology nor to a specific national

politics. The German political antisemites were

representative of a supra-national political trend:

grievance-based, reforming populism and agrarianism,

which was often associated in Germany as elsewhere with

ethnic hatred.

The following observations are based on the antisemites'

speeches between 1887 and 1898, the years in which they

entered the parliament and made some effort to explain

what they sought. The leaders of the movement, Otto

Bdckel, a Ph.D. and a former librarian at the University of

Marburg, and Max Hugo Liebermann von Sonnenberg, a

retired army officer with lineage in the Prussian aristocracy,

naturally spoke the most often. The idealist interpretation

of antisemitism does little to illuminate the rhetoric of

Liebermann, Bdckel and their colleagues, though it may

be a correct reading of a more intellectual antisemitism.

Political antisemites mentioned few of the concerns that

intellectual historians have associated with antimodernist

or proto-fascist ideology. For instance, they did not want

to make Germany more authoritarian but more democratic.

They supported consistently the maintenance and extension

of democratic rights and practices in Germany. As one

antisemite noted, they were "children of liberalism,"12

benefactors of the campaign for popular political rights.

In their speeches in favour ofuniversal suffrage, freedom

ofassembly and speech, or against aristocratic prerogative

and royal profligacy, the antisemites sounded much like

any other nineteenth-century proponent of

democratization.13 For example, Ludwig Werner, arguing
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for parliamentary transportation allowances that would

make it easier for average Germans to become deputies,

noted that the reputation of a parliament depended on its

ability to personify the citizenry. He envisioned a day when

the unrepresentative aristocrats ofthe Conservative Party

in the parliament would "disappear in large numbers and

continually, and the smaller farmers enter more and

more."14 Yet the antisemites presented neither a full

philosophy nor a comprehensive list ofdemocratic rights.

Instead, they supported specific measures, such as

parliamentary allowances, by insisting on the principle that

ordinary people had a right to participate in their own

governance.

Indeed, the antisemites liked to claim that the practical

knowledge of the ordinary man was superior to book

learning,15 since there was "more human understanding

among the masses than in the heads of the highly

educated."16The antisemites often refused to engage in

debates that were complicated or "Talmudic,"" whether

the issue was the nature of the Jewish people or the

economics ofpublic policy. Their advocation of"practical"

over "theoretical" thinking reflected their democratic

commitment. But perhaps it showed as well their limited

intellectual capacities and lack of a strong doctrinal

tradition; the likes ofwhich the liberal parties and the Social

Democrats enjoyed, and the idealist school argues drove

antisemitism.

Given the lack ofsophisticated or well-defined ideas in

the antisemites' oratory, it is not surprising to find that

antimodern concepts were generally absent as well.

Although the antisemites maintained that Germany's

agricultural community deserved special assistance and that

municipal reform was needed to make cities more habitable,

Liebermann stated that a great theme of German history

was the growth of towns and cities.18 By no means a

Luddite, he also argued that electricity might allow the
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artisans to use machinery and thus compete against the

larger factories." Neither the belief in a past golden age

nor a future Utopia arbitrated the antisemites' policy

choices; what mattered were the practical and immediate

concerns of the Mittelstand.

The parliamentary debates show that the antisemites

did not become politicians in order to criticize modernity,

chase a Utopia, or articulate a refined political or cultural

philosophy. They came to parliament to complain and

supplicate. As professional protesters, they gave a political

voice to Germany's small property holders (small farmers,

civil servants, artisans and shopkeepers) who felt neglected

by government as they suffered agricultural depression,

excessive competition, confusing new commercial

practices, and industrial change. The antisemites wanted

government to pay attention to the Mittelstand of small

enterprise and modest position. The parliamentary debates

leave no doubt that the antisemites considered it their task

to lobby for the Mittelstand. Bockel argued that every

interest group in Germany, from the industrialist to the

workers, had organized itselfto agitate for its self-interest20

The Mittelstand could not disregard the Zeitgeist. The

"mantra" ofmodern politics was, he said, "help yourself."21

He was convinced that "Today everyone must engage in

agitation; every class that values its own prosperity must

defend its own."22

The antisemites often argued that their "mobilization"

was in the national interest, because the reforms it pressed

would keep the Mittelstand away from the revolutionary

Social Democrats. In BockePs first speech, he suggested

to parliament "Believe this: Social Democracy is a product

ofdiscontent"21 Such dissatisfaction needed to be assuaged

and the antisemites were in parliament to show how the

Mittelstand could be satisfied. Thus, antisemitism was a

sectionalism: it demanded that the government recognize

and favour an economic constituency within the nation.
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The connection the antisemites made between the health

of the Mittelstand and national survival did not change

the fact that they were economic sectarians, and the

argument likely seemed self-serving to most

parliamentarians. Members of the other parties often

criticized the antisemites for their class chauvinism in

economic matters." It is evident in the parliamentary

debates that the antisemites were vulnerable to criticism

from a perspective ofthe national good.

Indeed, reforming and sectionalist politicians were

perhaps attracted to anti-Jewish rhetoric because they

thought it offered a way around such national criticism.

Establishing their patriotic credentials with invective

against the Jews, they could go on to reproach the

establishment and solicit for their class. Yet there was no

gainsaying the fact that the antisemites were mobilizing

class discontent against a German elite; nor could it be

denied that they wanted to advance a sectarian interest in

possible contradiction of the greater good of a German

nation. Arguing that the antisemites "tilled the soil" for

Social Democracy, Chancellor Leon von Caprivi accused

them ofturning class against class and endangering civil

peace." Little evidence exists in the debates to suggest

that anti-Jewish harangues made the antisemites appear

"loyal Germans" to parliament.

Moreover, the antisemites failed what many would have

considered a conclusive test ofpatriotism: they often voted

against augmentations to military expenditure because they

did not want to burden the tax-paying Mittelstand.u Only

one antisemite, Paul Forester, excepted himselfcompletely

from this Mittelstand objection to military spending.

Forester, who seems to have seen antisemitism as a

reforming and anti-Jewish version ofNational Liberalism,

was the only antisemite who ever displayed a knowledge

ofglobal geography and international affairs, and the only

one who could perorate competently on issues such as
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immigration, colonization, and intercontinental trade.27 The

lone real enthusiast among the antisemites for outward-

looking, "national" causes such as imperialism and

navalism, he sat for just one term in parliament and quit

the German Social Reform Party in 1897, noting that the

antisemites lacked a national perspective and were too

concerned with theMittelstand™ In short, rather than being

an aggressively nationalistic movement, imperial political

antisemitism was sectarian and often at odds with those

who claimed to be putting forth national policies.

Thus the antisemites were not interested in many ofthe

"Germanic" ideals that historians such as Mosse and Stern

have discussed. They wanted rather to represent the

Mittelstand interest in parliament. But does the mundane

nature of antisemitism mean that the idealists are wrong

and the materialist are right? The French economist Charles

Gide said ofFrench antisemitism: "It is not an opinion but

the expression ofan interest."29 Could such a cynical view

of political ideals and parties, even antisemitic ones, be

accurate?

Aggressive statements of the materialist thesis are

wrong on a few clear points. The antisemites were not

products ofupper-class manipulation. Their parliamentary

statements reinforce the argument ofBlackboum and Eley

that antisemitism was part of a democratizing trend in

German electoral conduct and a reaction against economic

adversity and perceived government inaction. Indeed, the

antisemites were anti-plutocrats. They decried what they

considered the rapid concentration ofwealth, both because

it would lead to revolution and because it was a daily

oppression for the Mittelstand. The antisemites did not

explain very well how this radical concentration ofproperty

was possible, but they were certain it was happening, and

that along with money enormous power was also

accumulating in a few hands. The reach of the financial

elite, for instance, was so comprehensive that it could play
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a role in society formerly reserved for politics. Bockel

claimed that the Rothschilds lived better than kings and

concluded that "the stock market had more to say than

the Bundesrat."30 As he often did when he could not explain

or prove something, Bockel resorted to an image to make

his point, urging his colleagues in parliament to look around

Berlin:

where the banks are putting up magnificent buildings.

Go to the National Bank, Dresdener Bank, Bleichroder,

Deutcher Bank, Diskontogesellschaft—they are all

building fantastic palaces. They show that they have

found themselves in good times and that their power

will continue to grow."

In another rebuke of "gilded age" ostentation, Bockel

played on the incongruence between the fine ornamentation

on postal buildings and the low morale ofthe maltreated

civil servants who worked inside: "I believe it is better to

have satisfied workers in a simple building than unsatisfied

ones in a postal palace."11 It was the impression of want

and social disquiet in the presence ofplenty that motivated

and guided the antisemites' politics. They spoke under the

fear of an impending collapse of the Mittelstand into a

propertyless and revolutionary class. Liebermann asserted

that the Mittelstand was being "pulverized" into "atoms"

so that "it is no longer capable of resistance or self-

sufficiency."" They had no real explanation for the

proletarianization ofthe lower-middle class, but there were

plenty ofexamples ofaggrieved Mittelstdndler suffering

from various afflictions, such as Bockel's toiling postal

assistants, whom he considerd underpaid and overworked.

In their expositions of the Mittelstand's manifold

tribulations, the antisemites were able to identify one other

major culprit, besides the Jews—government. According

to the antisemites, the Mittelstandwas crumbling because
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the authorities were deaf to its cries for help and they

arrived in parliament with the anger and moral self-

confidence of a group that felt it had been wronged and

denied a fair hearing. They gave voice to the sensibility

that is at the root of all protest politics: the feeling of

frustrated representation or the indifference of authority,

the belief that the community's delegates or rulers were

not listening and did not care about the problems of the

average person. Antisemitic rhetoric consistently focused

on the apathy of governments, the unresponsiveness of

parliament, and the veiled and secretive nature ofthe whole

world of power and money. The antisemites' speeches

reveal frustration with not only federal politicians but

regional and local elites of officials, lawyers, even farm

veterinarians.14 For the "people," Bockel explained, the

decision-makers were outsiders who lacked sympathy and

understanding oftheir difficulties.

We have here today lawmakers and officials who studied

at the university purely theoretical matters. They are

not acquainted with the practical conditions oflife and

have not moved among our people. I wish that they

would travel through the land incognito and study the

people, as occured in former times; then they would

for the first time learn how they must rule. But who

does that? The gentlemen Landrdthe hold their

luncheons and live in the narrow circle of the high

bureaucracy; they care little for the life ofthe people.15

The antisemites saw themselves as a solution to this

predicament. They fulfilled Bockel's requirement that law

makers "...stand near to the life of the people."'6 Bockel

had confidence in his own understanding ofthe little man:

"I speak not for my person or party alone, but also for the

people, to whom I give expression."" His ambition was

to be the mouthpiece of the Mittelstand in parliament.
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The antisemites carried into parliament a formidable

sense of indignation and, it seems, real anxiety from their

supporters, but lacked a very clear idea ofhow the urban

lower-middle class and the farmers could be "saved." The

antisemites declared themselves against unregulated

capitalism and also against Marxist social democracy. Both

these ideologies, they believed, would rob the little man

ofhis property and both opposed government intervention

to help the Mittelstand, the policy which was generally

what the antisemites wanted. They saw themselves as a

Mittelstand version of the Social Democrats, advocates

of a sectional interest and social reform, but non-

internationalist, close to the people and konigstreu.1*

Liebermann articulated a central tenet of moderate

interventionism, when he said, "Ourpolitics must approach

this question: what does human nature demand from the

state.... Human nature demands above all from the state

not anxiety but reassurance."19 The antisemites'

expectations of government were high. One of them

proclaimed, "Gentlemen, I am of the belief that the

government is duty bound to maintain the well-being of

its citizenry."40 Given such a sweeping formulation of

government responsibility in the economy, it is not

surprising that Chancellor Caprivi considered the

antisemites similar to the Social Democrats.41

Perhaps the parliament had room for a party that wanted

to cut a new path between the dogmatic liberals and

socialists. The antisemites' vision of moderate, non-

revolutionary social reform certainly had a future in

Germany as elsewhere. But the antisemites never showed

that they really understood the socialism and capitalism

that they claimed to oppose. They apparently had little

interest in developing an alternative economic and political

philosophy. In one sense, the antisemites were the most

class-oriented party in parliament, because their loyalty

was wholly towards a group and not an ideological
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tradition. Their job in parliament was to sensitize the

decisionmakers to Mittelstand needs, to censure the

orthodox parties for thwarting Mittelstand relief, and to

shake the government out of its apathy. They remained

protest politicians rather than judicious legislators or

ideological party builders and simply advocated measures

that they thought would remove the Mittelstand's

grievances. The antisemites appealed for: government

regulation or control offinancial markets and more public

credit; stronger guilds and employee associations for civil

servants; progressive income tax; tariffs and price controls

for farmers.42

They supported these and other policies that could be

called socialistic, corporatist or progressive yet for the

antisemites they were merely the quickest, most obvious

ways to make the economy more stable and secure for the

Mittelstand. They did not pay much attention to the

economic or ideological implications oftheir schemes; and

they even ignored the fact that many proposals (such as

grain tariffs) would abet only one portion oftheMittelstand

while doing damage to others. Without a solid foundation

ofcoherent views or analysis, they came to be considered

poor parliamentarians and demagogues by their colleagues

in other parties.41

Like their views on politics and the economy, the

antisemites' ideas about the Jews were undogmatic and ill

defined. Long discussions ofthe Jewish question were rare

since most ofthe parliament did not think there was in any

vital sense a Jewish question. The antisemites' defamation

against the Jews took the form ofasides during discussions

of their other social concerns. This state of affairs would

have seemed reasonable to the antisemites because they

thought the Jewish and social questions were linked:

"Gentlemen, you will only solve the social question ifyou

solve the Jewish question,"44 announced the antisemite

Fritz Bindewald. Ifantisemitism was a protest against the
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pressures of the free market and against the power and

misrule of elites and "outsiders," then Jews were a

personification of social corruption, both capitalist and

foreign. The essential distinctions in the antisemites'

diatribes were, ofcourse, between Germans and Jews, but

also between "productive labour" and "parasites,"45 that

is people who became rich without doing "real work."

Bockel decried the existence ofJewish grain trading firms

"which have nothing to do with grain, for whom grain

exists only as an object of speculation."41 A general

suspicion ofpeople who exchanged rather than produced

pervaded the antisemites' rhetoric and was most evident

when they spoke about the Jews.

The parasite appeared in many guises. The antisemite

Hermann Ahlwardt lamented that the wealth ofthe nation

was being drained away "without work, by a foreign nation,

unfortunately through speculation and all forms of

deception."47 The Jew was the middle-man who through

market manipulation reaped what others had sown; the

usurer after the land of German farmers; the dishonest

commercial businessman; or the financier, puissant and

deceitful, luring ordinary men into "Schwindelen."4* The

antisemites found it simple to enumerate examples of

Jewish iniquity but more difficult to quantify Jewish

influence or provide real evidence that a Jewish problem

existed. In his most vituperative speech, Liebermann

described the Jews as a:

cancer that feeds on our social life and poisons its life-

blood; a dry-root that has lodged itself from the

foundation to the highest towers and pinnacles ofour

political edifices, eating away at them and making them

crumble.4*

Lacking arguments and evidence, the antisemites often

used such figurative language.
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The antisemites did not explain the power or unique

malevolence ofthe Jews. It is not possible to tell from the

parliamentary documents iftheir antisemitism was racially

motivated. Most likely they did not concern themselves

too much with developing a speculative basis for their

prejudice. On the other hand, their antisemitism was not

very practical in the sense that they put forward few anti-

Jewish proposals, least ofall violent or radical measures.

In a party program, they called for the undoing of the

emancipation of 1871 and a special law for the Jews. This

was not, however, a point they pressed in parliament.30

Indeed, parliament heard from them less and less on the

subject ofthe Jews.

The antisemites' increasing silence resulted from the

fact that the parliament recognized antisemitism as a non-

issue. The strength of antisemitism was more rhetorical

than real; it supplied an effigy for antiplutocratic agitation,

the Jews embodying the notions of "outside" power and

"unproductive" wealth. But even if one accepted that a

distinction should be drawn between Jews and "native"

German citizens, the fact remained that there were German

plutocrats and the social question was quite obviously

larger than the Jewish question. No organic tie existed,

for instance, between many ofthe antisemites' economic

concerns—such as government policy towards grain tariffs

or guilds—and the Jews. One did not have to be an

antisemite to support social reform or agricultural welfare;

antisemitism's roots in social grievance were thus shallow.

The other parties understood that antisemitism was a

simple case ofscapegoating.51 The parliament was hostile

to antisemitic politics and even the Conservatives were

largely silent on the "Jewish question."52 In the face of

contemptuous attacks from other deputies whenever they

mentioned the Jews, the antisemites grew reticent By 1893

one antisemite had already decided that they and the rest

ofparliament did not understand each other and so should
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